
MARKET MACHINATIONS  
Friday 07th December 2018    

STORE 
 Numbers lifted again this week with 8857 head of mixed quality cattle penned.  

 Cattle were drawn from the Central West, Maranoa, Warrego, and into far wester NSW. 

 Values for most descriptions fell with only the better quality lines able to hold onto last week’s 
rates. 

 Steers under 280kgs sold to 322c, most selling from 260 to 304 to be 2-5c dearer. 

 Steers from 280 to 400kg range reached 315c, and were sold from 285 to 310c to remain firm. 

 Steers over 400kg reached 314c and averaged 294c to be 5c cheaper. 

 Heifers under 280kgs fell by 10-20c topping at 278c and sold from 180 to 240c depending upon quality and 

condition. 

 280 to 450kg heifers sold to 288c, most from 230 to 260c to be 10-15 cheaper. 

 Processor paid from 230 to 262c for heifers for the trade. 

 Kill cows sold from 190 to 230c to be 10-12c cheaper. 
 Store and boner cows were 7-10c cheaper and sold from 150 to 197c. 

 Cows and calves sold to $1500 per unit, for some very good cows on their second calf. 
 

PRIME 
 Roma agents penned 1243 head for the last prime sale for 2018.  

 Females dominated the yarding, with bullock numbers insufficient to quote. 

 Export weight heifers sold to 279c with most heifers selling from 230-258c. 

 Heavy 4 score cows sold to 232c most of the cows sold from 200-220c. 

 Medium weight and 3 score cows reached 215c, most from 188 to 200c. 

 Boner and lightweight cows sold from 160 to 192c.  

 Values for the cattle sold were comparable to Tuesday’s values with all the usual processors in attendance. 

 Bulls topped at 257c to remain firm. 
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THE WEEK AHEAD  
As the year, steadily winds down numbers of sale cattle have climbed. No doubt many producers have decided not to wait 

for the Christmas break but have thought while prices are strong go now! Values for all but the better end of the store cattle 

eased this week. Unfortunately, little plain cattle are still struggling. Prime values in the yards also eased this week with cow 
numbers on offer lifting. Cows that were selling well in excess of the grid while numbers were short are now back to the 

grid. Slaughter numbers in Queensland for the week ending 30/11/2018 were fairly level for the same point in time as last 
year while throughput in the southern states were higher. The EYCI eased by 2 points to 521, which is just under 10% 

lower than 2017 on a year on year comparison. 
 

ROMA LAST SALE (COMBINED STORE & PRIME) 11/12/2018 
2019 OPENING SALE 14TH JANUARY 

 
PREGNANCY TESTING SURVEY 
Agforce Cattle needs your help to build an accurate picture of the live export industry’s requirements for pregnancy 

testing. The information will be then collated and used to strengthen the case for regulatory change to improve the 
system. Please take the time to do this short survey to help us collect the right information. 
 

**AGENTS** 

Duncan McLeod 0428 225 727    Cameron Adcock 0428 988 252 
Seamus Filan 0428 462 312    Wayne Scriven 0447 976 097  

 

**MAA AGENTS FOR DATAMARS NLIS TAGS & ZEETAGS **  
 

EYCI:  515.00 Down 8.25    30-DAY SOI:  +2.58 Down 2.02      AUD $: US $:  0.7223 Down 0.0091                                               
Source: MLA< USDA and other commercially available information. Disclaimer: MAA shall not be responsible for any loss, damage or expense, which may be sustained by any reader of this report due to neglect, omiss ion, delay or failure on the part of MAA 

in its report on market conditions. Although every care has been taken in compiling the report, it is stressed that its content is an opinion only and not be taken as any more than that.  

 
CATEGORY 

LIVEWEI
GHT 

HSCW 
PRICE 
RANGE 

LWT Eq. 
MOVEME

NT 

 

Trade Feeder Steers 
300-400kg n/a n/a 300 - 315c NC 

Trade Feeder Heifers 300-400kg n/a n/a 280 - 300c NC 

Heavy Feeders 350-500kg n/a n/a 290 - 310c 
 

NC 
 

Angus Feeders 380-520kg n/a n/a 325 – 360c       NC 

0 – 2T (MSA) 530-730kg 240-340kg 530 - 555c 288 - 302c 
 

-10 

 
4 – 8T 550-730kg 300-420kg 530 - 545c  288 - 297c 

 

-10 
 

Cows 440-475kg 200-300kg 435 - 460c        208 - 220c 
 

-10 
 

http://bit.ly/cattlepregnancytesting

